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Michael Sandel Justice Chapter Summary
Justice brings together in one indispensable volume essential readings on justice and
moral reasoning. With readings from major thinkers from the classical era up to the
present, the collection provides a thematic overview of the concept of justice. Moreover,
Sandel's organization of the readings and his own commentaries allow readers to
engage with a variety of pressing contemporary issues. Looking at a host of ethical
dilemmas, including affirmative action, conscription, income distribution, and gay rights,
from a variety of angles—morally, legally, politically—the collection engages with the core
concerns of political philosophy: individual rights and the claims of community, equality
and inequality, morality and law, and ultimately, justice. With concise section
introductions that put the readings in context, this anthology is an invaluable tool for
students, teachers, and anyone who wishes to engage in the great moral debates that
have animated politics from classical times to our own.
Presents an analysis of what justice is, the transcendental theory of justice and its
drawbacks, and a persuasive argument for a comparative perspective on justice that
can guide us in the choice between alternatives.
The global financial and economic crisis that began in 2008 has blasted livelihoods,
inspired protests, and toppled governments. It has also highlighted the profound moral
concerns long surrounding globalization. Did materialist excess, doctrinaire embrace of
free trade and capital flows, and indifference to economic injustice contribute to the
disaster of the last decade? Was it ethical to bail out banks and governments while
innocent people suffered? In this blend of economics, moral philosophy, history, and
politics, Steven R. Weisman argues that the concepts of liberty, justice, virtue, and
loyalty help to explain the passionate disagreements spawned by a globally integrated
economy.
Previous edition published in 1982.
A fresh and bold argument for revamping our standards of “merit” and a clear blueprint
for creating collaborative education models that strengthen our democracy rather than
privileging individual elites Standing on the foundations of America’s promise of equal
opportunity, our universities purport to serve as engines of social mobility and
practitioners of democracy. But as acclaimed scholar and pioneering civil rights
advocate Lani Guinier argues, the merit systems that dictate the admissions practices
of these institutions are functioning to select and privilege elite individuals rather than
create learning communities geared to advance democratic societies. Having studied
and taught at schools such as Harvard University, Yale Law School, and the University
of Pennsylvania Law School, Guinier has spent years examining the experiences of
ethnic minorities and of women at the nation’s top institutions of higher education, and
here she lays bare the practices that impede the stated missions of these schools.
Goaded on by a contemporary culture that establishes value through ranking and
sorting, universities assess applicants using the vocabulary of private, highly
individualized merit. As a result of private merit standards and ever-increasing tuitions,
our colleges and universities increasingly are failing in their mission to provide
educational opportunity and to prepare students for productive and engaged
citizenship. To reclaim higher education as a cornerstone of democracy, Guinier argues
that institutions of higher learning must focus on admitting and educating a class of
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students who will be critical thinkers, active citizens, and publicly spirited leaders.
Guinier presents a plan for considering “democratic merit,” a system that measures the
success of higher education not by the personal qualities of the students who enter but
by the work and service performed by the graduates who leave. Guinier goes on to
offer vivid examples of communities that have developed effective learning strategies
based not on an individual’s “merit” but on the collaborative strength of a group,
learning and working together, supporting members, and evolving into powerful
collectives. Examples are taken from across the country and include a wide range of
approaches, each innovative and effective. Guinier argues for reformation, not only of
the very premises of admissions practices but of the shape of higher education itself.
John Rawls is widely regarded as one of the most influential philosophers of the
twentieth century, and his work has permanently shaped the nature and terms of moral
and political philosophy, deploying a robust and specialized vocabulary that reaches
beyond philosophy to political science, economics, sociology, and law. This volume is a
complete and accessible guide to Rawls' vocabulary, with over 200 alphabetical
encyclopaedic entries written by the world's leading Rawls scholars. From 'basic
structure' to 'burdened society', from 'Sidgwick' to 'strains of commitment', and from
'Nash point' to 'natural duties', the volume covers the entirety of Rawls' central ideas
and terminology, with illuminating detail and careful cross-referencing. It will be an
essential resource for students and scholars of Rawls, as well as for other readers in
political philosophy, ethics, political science, sociology, international relations and law.
Citizens, parties, and movements are increasingly contesting issues connected to
globalization, such as whether to welcome immigrants, promote free trade, and support
international integration. The resulting political fault line, precipitated by a deepening rift
between elites and mass publics, has created space for the rise of populism.
Responding to these issues and debates, this book presents a comprehensive and upto-date analysis of how economic, cultural and political globalization have transformed
democratic politics. This study offers a fresh perspective on the rise of populism based
on analyses of public and elite opinion and party politics, as well as mass media
debates on climate change, human rights, migration, regional integration, and trade in
the USA, Germany, Poland, Turkey, and Mexico. Furthermore, it considers similar
conflicts taking place within the European Union and the United Nations. Appealing to
political scientists, sociologists and international relations scholars, this book is also an
accessible introduction to these debates for undergraduate and masters students.
Bestselling author Michael Shermer's exploration of science and morality that
demonstrates how the scientific way of thinking has made people, and society as a
whole, more moral From Galileo and Newton to Thomas Hobbes and Martin Luther
King, Jr., thinkers throughout history have consciously employed scientific techniques
to better understand the non-physical world. The Age of Reason and the Enlightenment
led theorists to apply scientific reasoning to the non-scientific disciplines of politics,
economics, and moral philosophy. Instead of relying on the woodcuts of dissected
bodies in old medical texts, physicians opened bodies themselves to see what was
there; instead of divining truth through the authority of an ancient holy book or
philosophical treatise, people began to explore the book of nature for themselves
through travel and exploration; instead of the supernatural belief in the divine right of
kings, people employed a natural belief in the right of democracy. In The Moral Arc,
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Shermer will explain how abstract reasoning, rationality, empiricism,
skepticism--scientific ways of thinking--have profoundly changed the way we perceive
morality and, indeed, move us ever closer to a more just world.
Justice is a human virtue that is at once unconditional and conditional. Under favorable
circumstances, we can be motivated to act justly by the belief that we must live up to what
justice requires, irrespective of whether we benefit from doing so. But our will to act justly is
subject to conditions. We find it difficult to exercise the virtue of justice when others regularly
fail to. Even if we appear to have overcome the difficulty, our reluctance often betrays itself in
certain moral emotions. In this book, Jiwei Ci explores the dual nature of justice, in an attempt
to make unitary sense of key features of justice reflected in its close relation to resentment,
punishment, and forgiveness. Rather than pursue a search for normative principles, he probes
the human psychology of justice to understand what motivates moral agents who seek to
behave justly, and why their desire to be just is as precarious as it is uplifting. A wide-ranging
treatment of enduring questions, The Two Faces of Justice can also be read as a remarkably
discerning contribution to the Western discourse on justice re-launched in our time by John
Rawls.
This book consists of two parts: the essay "The Idea of Public Reason Revisited," first
published in 1997, and "The Law of Peoples," a major reworking of a much shorter article by
the same name published in 1993. Taken together, they are the culmination of more than fifty
years of reflection on liberalism and on some of the most pressing problems of our times by
John Rawls. "The Idea of Public Reason Revisited" explains why the constraints of public
reason, a concept first discussed in Political Liberalism (1993), are ones that holders of both
religious and non-religious comprehensive views can reasonably endorse. It is Rawls's most
detailed account of how a modern constitutional democracy, based on a liberal political
conception, could and would be viewed as legitimate by reasonable citizens who on religious,
philosophical, or moral grounds do not themselves accept a liberal comprehensive
doctrine--such as that of Kant, or Mill, or Rawls's own "Justice as Fairness," presented in A
Theory of Justice (1971). The Law of Peoples extends the idea of a social contract to the
Society of Peoples and lays out the general principles that can and should be accepted by both
liberal and non-liberal societies as the standard for regulating their behavior toward one
another. In particular, it draws a crucial distinction between basic human rights and the rights
of each citizen of a liberal constitutional democracy. It explores the terms under which such a
society may appropriately wage war against an "outlaw society," and discusses the moral
grounds for rendering assistance to non-liberal societies burdened by unfavorable political and
economic conditions.
SuperSummary, a modern alternative to SparkNotes and CliffsNotes, offers high-quality study
guides for challenging works of literature. This 66-page guide for "Justice" by Michael J.
Sandel includes detailed chapter summaries and analysis covering 10 chapters, as well as
several more in-depth sections of expert-written literary analysis. Featured content includes
commentary on major characters, 25 important quotes, essay topics, and key themes like
Moral Dilemmas Surround Us and Theories of Justice Do Not Parallel Political Divisions.
Meritocracy: the idea that people should be advanced according to their talents rather than
their birth. While this initially seemed like a novel concept, by the end of the twentieth century it
had become the world's ruling ideology. How did this happen, and why is meritocracy now
under attack from both right and left? In The Aristocracy of Talent, esteemed journalist and
historian Adrian Wooldridge traces the history of meritocracy forged by the politicians and
officials who introduced the revolutionary principle of open competition, the psychologists who
devised methods for measuring natural mental abilities, and the educationalists who built
ladders of educational opportunity. He looks outside western cultures and shows what
transformative effects it has had everywhere it has been adopted, especially once women were
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brought into the meritocratic system. Wooldridge also shows how meritocracy has now
become corrupted and argues that the recent stalling of social mobility is the result of failure to
complete the meritocratic revolution. Rather than abandoning meritocracy, he says, we should
call for its renewal.
In this book, Michael Sandel takes up some of the hotly contested moral and political issues of
our time, including affirmative action, assisted suicide, abortion, gay rights, stem cell research,
the meaning of toleration and civility, the gap between rich and poor, the role of markets, and
the place of religion in public life. He argues that the most prominent ideals in our political
life--individual rights and freedom of choice--do not by themselves provide an adequate ethic
for a democratic society. Sandel calls for a politics that gives greater emphasis to citizenship,
community, and civic virtue, and that grapples more directly with questions of the good life.
Liberals often worry that inviting moral and religious argument into the public sphere runs the
risk of intolerance and coercion. These essays respond to that concern by showing that
substantive moral discourse is not at odds with progressive public purposes, and that a
pluralist society need not shrink from engaging the moral and religious convictions that its
citizens bring to public life.
Keller explores a life of justice empowered by an experience of grace.
A Harvard professor assesses the role of justice in today's society as well as the moral
responsibilities faced by everyday citizens, weighing a range of issues from euthanasia and
abortion to affirmative action and tax structuring. Reprint. A best-selling book.
This book explores how the idea of justice can give us a way to better assess and resolve
energy challenges and problems.

This book presents a new view on the concept of solidarity and explains how it
complements justice in health and social care.
From India to Turkey, from Poland to the United States, authoritarian populists have
seized power. Two core components of liberal democracy--individual rights and the
popular will--are at war, putting democracy itself at risk. In plain language, Yascha
Mounk describes how we got here, where we need to go, and why there is little time left
to waste.
In Thick and Thin: Moral Argument at Home and Abroad, Michael Walzer revises and
extends the arguments in his influential Spheres of Justice, framing his ideas about
justice, social criticism, and national identity in light of the new political world that has
arisen in the past three decades. Walzer focuses on two different but interrelated kinds
of moral argument: maximalist and minimalist, thick and thin, local and universal. This
new edition has a new preface and afterword, written by the author, describing how the
reasoning of the book connects with arguments he made in Just and Unjust Wars about
the morality of warfare. Walzer's highly literate and fascinating blend of philosophy and
historical analysis will appeal not only to those interested in the polemics surrounding
Spheres of Justice and Just and Unjust Wars but also to intelligent readers who are
more concerned with getting the arguments right.
We live in a world where CEOs give themselves million dollar bonuses even as their
companies go bankrupt and ordinary workers are laid off; where athletes make millions
while teachers struggle to survive; a world, in short, where rewards are often unfairly
meted out. In The Ajax Dilemma, Paul Woodruff examines one of today's most pressing
moral issues: how to distribute rewards and public recognition without damaging the
social fabric. How should we honor those whose behavior and achievement is essential
to our overall success? Is it fair or right to lavish rewards on the superstar at the
expense of the hardworking rank-and-file? How do we distinguish an impartial fairness
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from what is truly just? Woodruff builds his answer to these questions around the
ancient conflict between Ajax and Odysseus over the armor of the slain warrior Achilles.
King Agamemnon arranges a speech contest to decide the issue. Ajax, the loyal
workhorse, loses the contest, and the priceless armor, to Odysseus, the brilliantly
deceptive strategist who will lead the Greeks to victory. Deeply insulted, Ajax goes on a
rampage and commits suicide, and in his rage we see the resentment of every loyal
worker who has been passed over in favor of those who are more gifted, or whose skills
are more highly valued. How should we deal with the "Ajax dilemma"? Woodruff argues
that while we can never create a perfect system for distributing just rewards, we can
recognize the essential role that wisdom, compassion, moderation, and respect must
play if we are to restore the basic sense of justice on which all communities depend.
This short, thoughtful book, written with Woodruff's characteristic elegance, investigates
some of the most bitterly divisive issues in American today.
`This text provides an up to date account of how things currently stand in political
philosophy, and will provide an excellent introduction for students from any background.
It gives a lucid and careful account of the central controversies and sites of
disagreement in political theory over the last thirty years and rather than sacrifice
theoretical sophistication and nuance for the sake of clarity and accessibility, it
admirably achieves both' - Catriona McKinnon, University of York This comprehensive
textbook provides a complete and accessible introduction to the main theorists and
issues in contemporary political theory today. The text is organized into two major parts.
The first, Contemporary Liberal Theory, outlines four distinct liberal theories of justice to
introduce the work of Rawls, Nozick, Gauthier and Dworkin. The second, Alternative
Traditions, introduces the theorists and themes associated with four key areas of
contemporary debate: communitarianism, multiculturalism, deliberative democracy and
feminism. By giving students questions for consideration and using applied examples
throughout, the text illustrates the practical relevance of contemporary theoretical
debates to everyday issues in policy and politics. The result is an essential overview of
all the main traditions, issues and positions in political theory today that will serve as an
invaluable resource for all students of contemporary political theory, political ideas and
political philosophy. Colin Farrelly is Assistant Professor in the Department of Political
Science at the University of Waterloo, Canada. Introduction to Contemporary Political
Theory will complement Contemporary Political Theory: A Reader edited by Colin
Farrelly and also published by SAGE Publications.
On American democracy
This book explores the relationship between democracy and republicanism, and its
consequences, and articulates new theoretical insights into connections between
liberty, law and democratic politics. Contributors include Philip Pettit, John Ferejohn,
Raine
A bold new history of postwar political philosophy and of how John Rawls transformed
modern liberalism In the Shadow of Justice tells the story of how liberal political
philosophy was transformed in the second half of the twentieth century under the
influence of John Rawls. In this first-ever history of contemporary liberal theory, Katrina
Forrester shows how liberal egalitarianism—a set of ideas about justice, equality,
obligation, and the state—became dominant, and traces its emergence from the political
and ideological context of the postwar United States and Britain. In the aftermath of the
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civil rights movement and the Vietnam War, political philosophers extended, developed,
and reshaped liberalism as they responded to challenges and alternatives on the left
and right—from the New International Economic Order to the rise of the New Right.
These thinkers remade political philosophy in ways that influenced both liberal theory
and its critics. Recasting the history of late twentieth-century political thought, In the
Shadow of Justice offers a rigorous look at liberalism’s ambitions and limits.
In Michael Sandel the Chinese have found a guide through the ethical dilemmas
created by their swift embrace of a market economy—one whose communitarian ideas
resonate with China’s own rich, ancient philosophical traditions. This volume explores
the connections and tensions revealed in this unlikely episode of Chinese engagement
with the West.
For two years, beginning in 1988, Jonathan Kozol visited schools in neighborhoods
across the country, from Illinois to Washington D.C., and from New York to San
Antonio. He spoke with teachers, principals, superintendents, and, most important,
children. What he found was devastating. Not only were schools for rich and poor
blatantly unequal, the gulf between the two extremes was widening—and it has widened
since. The urban schools he visited were overcrowded and understaffed, and lacked
the basic elements of learning—including books and, all too often, classrooms for the
students. In Savage Inequalities, Kozol delivers a searing examination of the extremes
of wealth and poverty and calls into question the reality of equal opportunity in our
nation's schools.
Should we pay children to read books or to get good grades? Should we allow
corporations to pay for the right to pollute the atmosphere? Is it ethical to pay people to
test risky new drugs or to donate their organs? What about hiring mercenaries to fight
our wars? Auctioning admission to elite universities? Selling citizenship to immigrants
willing to pay? In What Money Can't Buy, Michael J. Sandel takes on one of the biggest
ethical questions of our time: Is there something wrong with a world in which everything
is for sale? If so, how can we prevent market values from reaching into spheres of life
where they don't belong? What are the moral limits of markets? In recent decades,
market values have crowded out nonmarket norms in almost every aspect of
life—medicine, education, government, law, art, sports, even family life and personal
relations. Without quite realizing it, Sandel argues, we have drifted from having a
market economy to being a market society. Is this where we want to be?In his New
York Times bestseller Justice, Sandel showed himself to be a master at illuminating,
with clarity and verve, the hard moral questions we confront in our everyday lives. Now,
in What Money Can't Buy, he provokes an essential discussion that we, in our marketdriven age, need to have: What is the proper role of markets in a democratic
society—and how can we protect the moral and civic goods that markets don't honor and
that money can't buy?
What are our obligations to others as people in a free society? Should government tax
the rich to help the poor? Is the free market fair? Is it sometimes wrong to tell the truth?
Is killing sometimes morally required? Is it possible, or desirable, to legislate morality?
Do individual rights and the common good conflict? Michael J. Sandel's "Justice"
course is one of the most popular and influential at Harvard. Up to a thousand students
pack the campus theater to hear Sandel relate the big questions of political philosophy
to the most vexing issues of the day, and this fall, public television will air a series
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based on the course. Justice offers readers the same exhilarating journey that
captivates Harvard students. This book is a searching, lyrical exploration of the
meaning of justice, one that invites readers of all political persuasions to consider
familiar controversies in fresh and illuminating ways. Affirmative action, same-sex
marriage, physician-assisted suicide, abortion, national service, patriotism and dissent,
the moral limits of markets—Sandel dramatizes the challenge of thinking through these
con?icts, and shows how a surer grasp of philosophy can help us make sense of
politics, morality, and our own convictions as well. Justice is lively, thought-provoking,
and wise—an essential new addition to the small shelf of books that speak convincingly
to the hard questions of our civic life.
*A New York Times Bestseller* An important overview of the way our justice system
works, and why the rule of law is essential to our survival as a society—from the onetime federal prosecutor for the Southern District of New York, and host of the Doing
Justice podcast. Preet Bharara has spent much of his life examining our legal system,
pushing to make it better, and prosecuting those looking to subvert it. Bharara believes
in our system and knows it must be protected, but to do so, he argues, we must also
acknowledge and allow for flaws both in our justice system and in human nature.
Bharara uses the many illustrative anecdotes and case histories from his storied,
formidable career—the successes as well as the failures—to shed light on the realities of
the legal system and the consequences of taking action. Inspiring and inspiringly
written, Doing Justice gives us hope that rational and objective fact-based thinking,
combined with compassion, can help us achieve truth and justice in our daily lives.
Sometimes poignant and sometimes controversial, Bharara's expose is a thoughtprovoking, entertaining book about the need to find the humanity in our legal system as
well as in our society.
From world-renowned economist Paul Collier, a candid diagnosis of the failures of
capitalism and a pragmatic and realistic vision for how we can repair it. Deep new rifts
are tearing apart the fabric of the United States and other Western societies: thriving
cities versus rural counties, the highly skilled elite versus the less educated, wealthy
versus developing countries. As these divides deepen, we have lost the sense of
ethical obligation to others that was crucial to the rise of post-war social democracy. So
far these rifts have been answered only by the revivalist ideologies of populism and
socialism, leading to the seismic upheavals of Trump, Brexit, and the return of the farright in Germany. We have heard many critiques of capitalism but no one has laid out a
realistic way to fix it, until now. In a passionate and polemical book, celebrated
economist Paul Collier outlines brilliantly original and ethical ways of healing these
rifts—economic, social and cultural—with the cool head of pragmatism, rather than the
fervor of ideological revivalism. He reveals how he has personally lived across these
three divides, moving from working-class Sheffield to hyper-competitive Oxford, and
working between Britain and Africa, and acknowledges some of the failings of his
profession. Drawing on his own solutions as well as ideas from some of the world’s
most distinguished social scientists, he shows us how to save capitalism from itself—and
free ourselves from the intellectual baggage of the twentieth century.
Though the revised edition of A Theory of Justice, published in 1999, is the definitive
statement of Rawls's view, so much of the extensive literature on Rawls's theory refers
to the first edition. This reissue makes the first edition once again available for scholars
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and serious students of Rawls's work.
Breakthroughs in genetics present us with a promise and a predicament. The promise
is that we will soon be able to treat and prevent a host of debilitating diseases. The
predicament is that our newfound genetic knowledge may enable us to manipulate our
nature—to enhance our genetic traits and those of our children. Although most people
find at least some forms of genetic engineering disquieting, it is not easy to articulate
why. What is wrong with re-engineering our nature? The Case against Perfection
explores these and other moral quandaries connected with the quest to perfect
ourselves and our children. Michael Sandel argues that the pursuit of perfection is
flawed for reasons that go beyond safety and fairness. The drive to enhance human
nature through genetic technologies is objectionable because it represents a bid for
mastery and dominion that fails to appreciate the gifted character of human powers and
achievements. Carrying us beyond familiar terms of political discourse, this book
contends that the genetic revolution will change the way philosophers discuss ethics
and will force spiritual questions back onto the political agenda. In order to grapple with
the ethics of enhancement, we need to confront questions largely lost from view in the
modern world. Since these questions verge on theology, modern philosophers and
political theorists tend to shrink from them. But our new powers of biotechnology make
these questions unavoidable. Addressing them is the task of this book, by one of
America’s preeminent moral and political thinkers.

An exploration of the moral theory examines the characteristics of the ethics of
care, discussing the feminist roots of this moral approach, what is meant by
"care," and the potential of the ethics of care for dealing with social issues.
"In the first feminist critique of modern political theory, Okin shows how the failure
to apply theories of justice to the family not only undermines our most cherished
democratic values but has led to"
JusticeWhat's the Right Thing to Do?Farrar, Straus and Giroux
Justice: What's the Right Thing to Do by Michael J. Sandel Book Summary
Abbey Beathan (Disclaimer: This is NOT the original book.) A unique education
in thinking through complicated issues we face in public life today. Justice was
initially a Harvard course but due to its popularity as one of the most highly
attended in Harvard's history, Sandel decided to give us a book where all the
wisdom he imparted on the course, could be given by this medium as well.
Addressing a series of alternative theories of justice, Justice comes forth as an
intricate and amusing philosophy book that talks about complicated topics and
philosophical visions and break them down in a simple manner so anyone can
easily read it. (Note: This summary is wholly written and published by Abbey
Beathan. It is not affiliated with the original author in any way) "Self-knowledge is
like lost innocence; however unsettling you find it, it can be 'unthought' or
'unknown'." - Michael J. Sandel Justice comes forth as philosophical journey of
the best kind, surfing through theories from world class philosophers like
Aristotle, Immanuel Kant, Robert Nozick and many more. With this book you'll
have at your disposals the most accepted theories of justice and they will be
made easy to digest for anybody, disregarding their knowledge on the topic. The
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most valuable thing about this book is that it saves you thousands of hours you
could have spent reading about those theories, and have them all served to you
in a silver platter by Sandel. Take a philosophy course with one of the most
recognized teachers on the subject. P.S. Justice is an extremely informative book
that gives you a rundown of a lot of philosophical theories and Sandel's take on
them. P.P.S. It was Albert Einstein who famously said that once you stop
learning, you start dying. It was Bill Gates who said that he would want the ability
to read faster if he could only have one superpower in this world. Abbey
Beathan's mission is to bring across amazing golden nuggets in amazing books
through our summaries. Our vision is to make reading non-fiction fun, dynamic
and captivating. Ready To Be A Part Of Our Vision & Mission? Scroll Up Now
and Click on the "Buy now with 1-Click" Button to Get Your Copy. Why Abbey
Beathan's Summaries? How Can Abbey Beathan Serve You? Amazing
Refresher if you've read the original book before Priceless Checklist in case you
missed out any crucial lessons/details Perfect Choice if you're interested in the
original book but never read it before Disclaimer Once Again: This book is meant
for a great companionship of the original book or to simply get the gist of the
original book. "One of the greatest and most powerful gift in life is the gift of
knowledge. The way of success is the way of continuous pursuit of knowledge" Abbey Beathan
A Times Literary Supplement’s Book of the Year 2020 A New Statesman's Best
Book of 2020 A Bloomberg's Best Book of 2020 A Guardian Best Book About
Ideas of 2020 The world-renowned philosopher and author of the bestselling
Justice explores the central question of our time: What has become of the
common good? These are dangerous times for democracy. We live in an age of
winners and losers, where the odds are stacked in favor of the already fortunate.
Stalled social mobility and entrenched inequality give the lie to the American
credo that "you can make it if you try". The consequence is a brew of anger and
frustration that has fueled populist protest and extreme polarization, and led to
deep distrust of both government and our fellow citizens--leaving us morally
unprepared to face the profound challenges of our time. World-renowned
philosopher Michael J. Sandel argues that to overcome the crises that are
upending our world, we must rethink the attitudes toward success and failure that
have accompanied globalization and rising inequality. Sandel shows the hubris a
meritocracy generates among the winners and the harsh judgement it imposes
on those left behind, and traces the dire consequences across a wide swath of
American life. He offers an alternative way of thinking about success--more
attentive to the role of luck in human affairs, more conducive to an ethic of
humility and solidarity, and more affirming of the dignity of work. The Tyranny of
Merit points us toward a hopeful vision of a new politics of the common good.
David Miller explores what justice means for real people and challenges
philosophical theories that ignore the facts of human life.
Presents philosophical and practical arguments in favor of the administration of
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judicial corporal punishment as a way of addressing problems in the American
criminal justice system.
Featuring YouTube lectures by the author on each chapter, a concise
introduction to ethics by professor Matt Deaton.
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